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If we could design League from scratch...

Go on...



Uh… let me put something 
together.



Lessons from 
Internal resource at Riot Games



The deck was packed with insight, 
but didn’t help people evaluate



How do we evaluate game features 
for disruptive and positive behavior?
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Behavior frameworks give us language 
and guidance.



Behavior frameworks give us language 
and guidance.

They can help identify the behaviors that 
features can facilitate .
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How do we use this?
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Text and voice chat

Cus tom images

In-game cons tructions

Names

Descriptions
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Positive & 
Prosocial 1

1 From Taxonomy of Prosocial and Problem Behaviors (Caldarella, Merrell)
2 From Riot’s work -in-progress taxonomy of positivity behaviors 

Where to improve
Beyond disruption and harm

Peer relationships

Self-management

Academic -relatedAssertion

Compliance

Personal and community resilience

2
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A better way



Goals of the Cohesion Design Method



Goals of the Cohesion Design Method

Make evaluating features easy



Goals of the Cohesion Design Method

Make evaluating features easy

Reduce risk of disruption and harm



Goals of the Cohesion Design Method

Make evaluating features easy

Reduce risk of disruption and harm

Unlock opportunities early



The Cohesion Design Method builds on concepts 
from group dynamics .



The Cohesion Design Method builds on concepts 
from group dynamics.

Understanding a few of these concepts can make 
opportunities and risks more predictable .



All p2p games have 
groups & conflict



Dyads
For Honor

1v1
Legends of 
Runeterra

Triads
Rocket League

Teams
Destiny 2

Nested groups
Apex Legends

All p2p games have 
groups & conflict



Healthy conflict builds cohesion



Healthy conflict builds cohesion

Unhealthy conflict disrupts it



Unhealthy conflicts are 
known risks 



Unhealthy conflicts 
are known risks

Incompatible attitudes and values

Conflicts of interest

Competing goals

Inconsistent role perceptions

Inadequate skills

Lack of trust

Environment conflicts

Poor communication 

Misaligned expectations

Power struggles 



Risks lead to 
opportunities



Conflict canvas

Feature intentions? Risks of unhealthy conflict? Worth the risks?

Opportunities for cohesion?

Risks lead to 
opportunities 21

3
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My evaluation of

as a kid’s game

Disclaimer: Instructional purposes only. Does not represent any Riot Games plans, projects, or opinions.



Minimap



Minimap Jungle



Minimap Jungle Text chat



Conflict canvas
Cohesion Design Method

Feature intentions? Risks of unhealthy conflict? 

Doesn’t tell players how it should be used
Dependent on player knowledge and skill
Lack of skill can hurt performance
Poor performance can create conflict

Worth the risks?

Probably. Current game depends 
greatly on this.

Opportunities for cohesion?

Reward meaningful use?
Add early warning system?
Reciprocal pings?

Minimap
Key team coordination tool that 

represents  current s tate of the game

as a kid’s game *

*Disclaimer: Ins tructional purposes  only. Does  not represent any Riot Games  plans , projects , or opinions .

✔

✔
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Conflicts  of interes t

Competing goals

Incons is tent role perceptions

Inadequate skills



Conflict canvas
Cohesion Design Method

Feature intentions? Risks of unhealthy conflict? 

Inability to claim role can create friction
Role is a bit ambiguous
Environment may not point to clear tasks
Differing expectations can create conflict

Worth the risks?

Worth it more than the cost of 
rethinking role and map.

Wildcard role allows for player 
creativity.

Opportunities for cohesion?

Tutorial improvements?
Environmental guides for noobs?
Strategy tools?

as a kid’s game *

*Disclaimer: Ins tructional purposes  only. Does  not represent any Riot Games  plans , projects , or opinions .

Jungle
Role intended to fight neutral mons ters , 

gather buffs , flank the enemy

Incompatible attitudes  and values

Conflicts  of interes t

Competing goals

Incons is tent role perceptions

Inadequate skills

✔

✔

✔



Conflict canvas
Cohesion Design Method

Feature intentions? Risks of unhealthy conflict?

No certainty of shared attitudes
Facilitates meaningful & harmful interactions
Requires good social & communication skills

Worth the risks?

Yes… no… maybe?

Has serious risks that require serious 
consideration.

Opportunities for cohesion?

What else can we do? Let’s see...

as a kid’s game *

*Disclaimer: Ins tructional purposes  only. Does  not represent any Riot Games  plans , projects , or opinions .

Text chat
Comms tool intended to help s trategizing, 

meaningful social interaction

Incompatible attitudes  and values

Conflicts  of interes t

Competing goals

Incons is tent role perceptions

Inadequate skills

✔

✔



How can we handle the tradeoffs 
of text chat?



Disruptive 
text chat *

Strategies and tactics

Reflection
Feedback

Detection
Machine learning

Elimination
None at all

Limitation
Bank of messages

Penalization
Bans

Alleviation
Muting

Substitution
Smart pings

Connection
Parties -only

*Partial lis t of known s trategies  and tactics



Wild Rift
Reduced dependence

Sky
Social currency + earned access

Alternative approaches to chat
Text and voice

Apex Legends
Enhanced comms



How do we evaluate game features 
for disruptive and positive behavior?



Evaluation toolbox
for disruptive and positive behavior

Behavior 
Frameworks

Multiple sources

1
Cohesion Design 

Method
Riot Games

2



Conflict canvas

Feature intentions? Risks of unhealthy conflict? Worth the risks?

Opportunities for cohesion?2

Unintended 
disruption Aggravation

Antisocial 
actions

Criminal or 
predatory 
conduct

CheatingDangerous 
speech

Disruption 
& Harms

Abuse of play/ 
antagonistic play

Inappropriat
e sharing

Extremism Harassment

Hate

Cohesion Design MethodBehavior frameworks

1
3
4



Hopefully you now feel confident 
enough to say that...



If you could des ign League from scratch...



You’d use these tools!
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